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Simulation to support 

education for nurses in 

perianaesthesia care



• Scenarios 

• Simulation:

• in practice

• in classroom 

• Simulation as assessment
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From Scenarios to Simulation



• Theoretical component

• Scenario session:
• Small groups

• Work through information

• Feedback to class

• Students given 
information in chunks:
• Preop

• Anaesthetic 

• Surgery

• Post anaesthetic
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Use of scenarios to support teaching



• Why use scenarios?
• Integration of theory with practice

• Check understanding

• Develop critical thinking skills

• Limitations:
• One dimensional

• Need to use imagination, can’t visualise patient

• Student feedback:
• Positive

• But would like more practical element
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Use of scenarios to support teaching



How to bring in a more practical element?

• Simulation considered to bring scenarios to life
• Allows for deeper understanding of subject

• Bridge theory-practice gap

• Acquisition and development of critical thinking 
and decision making skills – risk free (Flood et 
al 2011)

• Previously used in clinical role to great effect  
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Using student feedback to inform teaching



• Mobile simulator, with sessions taking place in 
the PACU 

• Participants from band 2 to band 7 staff

• Scenarios based on SUIs, with clear learning 
objectives eg
• Airway assessment and management

• Hypovolaemic shock

• Simulation filmed and feedback given on both 
technical and non-technical skills

• Small teaching session with handout
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Simulation in clinical practice



• Co-operation:
team building; consideration; supporting; conflict 
resolution

• Leadership/ managerial skills:
assertiveness; providing & maintaining standards; 
planning & co-ordination; workload management

• Situational awareness:
anticipation; awareness of system; environment

• Decision making:
problem definition & diagnosis; generation of options; 
risk assessment; choice of options; review of outcome
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Non-technical skills - Human factors



• On simulation as a method of practice education:

“it’s a good method to reflect on practice and raise 
points”

• Impact on team working:

“highlighted areas in which team working works well”

• One thing learnt:

“Not to be afraid to question the anaesthetist. To shout 
loudly for help”
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Simulation in clinical practice –

Student feedback 



• What did we need to bring simulation 

to the classroom?

• Resources: equipment, staff

• Expertise and knowledge

• Scenarios with clear objectives
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Moving from scenarios to simulation



• Equipment:

• Simulation mannekins

• Monitoring equipment

• Consumables
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Resources



• Meet the mannekin

– Mannekin capability

– Practice with equipment

– Practice observations

– Familiar with process 
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Simulation in Classroom



• Work through scenarios

• Assess patient

• Management and 

decision making 

• Changes can be seen in 

relation to: 

• Interventions 

• No actions
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Simulation in classroom



• Scenarios are 
observed by the rest of 
the class

• Feedback given at the 
end of the simulation: 
• Non-technical skills

• Technical skills

• Further discussion 
about scenario:
• Assessment 

• Management
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Simulation in classroom



• Demonstrate and practice skills eg airway management

• Visualisation of ECG, monitoring 

• Observation findings eg lung sounds
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Using mannekin and monitor to support 
teaching



• “Good education, as it is hands on 

and not just talking”

• “Good and accelerates learning. 

Enhance skills and knowledge”

• “It is a very good way of learning”
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Simulation in classroom – student feedback 



• Improved critical thinking skills

• Identification of gaps in knowledge

• Allows students to increase competence 
within ‘safe’ setting (Brown and 
Chorister 2009)

• Standardisation of essential 
experiences (Alinier et al 2006)

• Move from ‘Novice’ to ‘Expert’ (Benner 
1984)
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Simulation in classroom – staff feedback 



• Using simulation for assessment

• Currently used in some acute and 

critical care modules for assessment

• New PACU module developed that 

has a moulage as one part of the 

assessment
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Next steps
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Any questions?


